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Background of the TREAT
• Located at Idaho National
Laboratory (INL)
• Construction began 1958 and
concluded in 1959
– $1.46 million in1959 dollars,
$12.5 million 2018 dollars
• Operated 1959 – 1994
– Performed nearly 3,000
transients
– Primarily supported testing of
Fast Reactor fuels
– Placed in standby in 1994 with
fuel in core
• Restart in 2017 to support accident
tolerant fuel (ATF) testing
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Background of the TREAT
• Air-cooled, graphite moderated
reactor
• 10,000:1 atoms C to atoms U
• Steady state operation 120 kW
• Minimum Period of 0.023 s
• Peak Power of 19,000 MW
• Peak Energy of 2,900 MJ
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Considerations for ESA Process
• Automatic Reactor Control System (ARCS) provides computer control
of reactivity during the transient
• The TREAT control system can do more than just a transient pulse
– Unclipped (temperature limited)
– Clipped transients (shortened pulse width)
– Shaped transients (LOCA/LOFA, power following, etc.)
• Power can be raised or lowered by ARCS
• A coupling factor is determined for each experiment to give the
relationship between reactor power and test power
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Considerations for ESA Process
• Experiments are self contained
– Test vehicles can be changed out with a
relatively simple cask move
– Can run gas, water, and sodium cooled
tests in the same reactor position without
any facility modification and with rapid turnaround (hours to days)
– Provides a versatile platform that can serve
multiple customers’ needs concurrently
• Experiment containment is a Safety Related
System, Structure, or Component (SR-SSC)
– Specific SAR requirements must be met to
ensure safe operation of experiments
• Adjustments to planned transient operations
may be required based on coupling factor and
sponsor needs
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Considerations for ESA Process
Safety Basis Requirements
• Three TS related to experiments
– Cannot handle experiments with molten sodium
– Cannot handle experiments for 24 hours after operation in the
reactor
– An ESA has to be issued addressing SAR-420, Chapter 10.2
design criteria
• Three TS administrative controls (AC)
– ESA must address SAR Chapter 15 accidents
– Independent Safety and Operations Review Committee (SORC)
review of ESAs is required
– Experiment must follow INL Quality Assurance (QA) requirements
• SAR-420, 10.2 contains 16 design requirements
• SAR-420, Chapter 15 contains two ESA SAR Commitments
– Pu content less than 500g
– Criticality Safety requirements are met
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Considerations for ESA Process
Experiment Safety Engineering Group
• Five qualified engineers (when all staff fully qualified)
• Cognizant System Engineer for experiment related equipment
and plant systems
– Casks
– Experiment Data Acquisition and Control System (E-DACS)
– Experiment Vehicles
– Radioactive shipments between facilities
– Interface between Sponsor/PI and TREAT Operations
– Experiment support systems
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• These considerations dictated that the safety analysis for experiments
needs to be robust while still maintaining flexibility and minimizing time
to perform the analysis
• Process was developed to perform a two phase approach for the ESA
– Bounding analysis for the experiment vehicle
– Specific analysis for the experiment being performed
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What is an Experiment?
• EXPERIMENT-Hardware or capsule (excluding devices such as
detectors, flux monitoring devices, etc.) that contains test material,
subject to evaluation against SAR-420 Section 10.2.3.8 criteria,
intended for irradiation in the reactor during STEADY-STATE
REACTOR and/or TRANSIENT REACTOR OPERATION.
Hardware designed to contain an EXPERIMENT, but not containing
test material, is not considered an EXPERIMENT. EXPERIMENTS
are of the same type when they are made of the same basic
hardware, neutron filter, and experiment fuel, thus having the same
reactivity worth and the same effect on the reactor-physics
parameters.
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Standard Practice (SP)-50.3.4.1
• Procedure used to develop ESAs
• Verifies training requirements for ESA
authors and reviewers
• Ensures all ESAs have the same
content and formatting
• Ensures demonstration of compliance
for all safety basis requirements
• Defines the scope of review for ESA
and Experiment Specific Verification
Checklist (ESVC)
• Provides guidance on making
changes to ESAs
• Provides direction for incorporating
safety basis annual updates
• Provides direction for performing
ESVC
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ESA Outline
• Scope
• Hazard Categorization
• Description section
– Step by step description of experiment process
– Designates controlling procedures
– Defines potential accidents
• Compliance Section
– Provides evaluation of experiment hardware
against safety basis requirements
– Documents what controls or analyses are in place
to ensure requirement is met
• Accident analysis
– Ensures accidents identified in Section 3
(description) are analyzed in SAR-420, Chapter 15
– Verifies that accident consequences are bounded
• Experiment Specific Verification Checklist (Appendix A)
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Bounding Analysis
• Written against the test vehicle or
hardware (containment)
• Uses separate Neutronics, Thermal,
and Structural analyses to evaluate
equipment and activities
– May have additional analyses if
required
• Defines operating envelope for
experiments contained within the
hardware
• Sets safety limits for test operation
Experiment Process Flow Chart
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Bounding Analysis (Cont.)
• Demonstration of Compliance
– Shows each SAR/TS requirement is met
– Documents controls that are in place (procedures, setpoints, etc.)
– Some requirements are test specific
• Results in a derived requirement that must be verified at a later
date
• Becomes an ESA commitment
• Accident Analysis
– Evaluates each accident identified against the SAR Chapter 15
accidents
– Documents that planned operations are bounded
– Any new accident must be evaluated and added to SAR or
parameters must be changed to mitigate the accident
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How Does It Work?
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Bounding Analysis (Cont.)
• ESA Reviews
– Peer review
• Verification of technical content
• Verification of derived requirements (App. A)
• Concurrence with conclusion of ESA
– Reactor Engineering review
• Verification of consistency with reactor
loading and operating requirements
– Nuclear Facility Manager Review
• Verification that safety basis requirements
are adequately addressed and that
conclusions support experiment operation
– SORC Review
• Independent review of the conclusions and
technical basis for adherence to TREAT
Safety Basis requirements
– Other reviews as required by scope
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ESVC
• Used to evaluate an experiment or group of experiments for
compliance to the safety basis
• Limited to those requirements that require specimen information or
operating parameters to evaluate
• Typically requires thermal and neutronic analysis
– These analyses also perform any programmatic evaluations
– Structural is only required for containment
– ESVC ensures assumptions of the structural analysis are met
• If the bounding analysis does not allow the planned operation, one of
the following must happen:
– The experiment must be modified to be within the bounding
analysis
• Change the specimen
• Change the operating parameters
– Modify the bounding analysis and update the ESA
– Modify the experiment hardware
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How Does It Work? (Pt. 2)
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What About Things That Are Not Experiments?
• SP-50.3.4.3
– Parallel process for hazards analysis
– Uses same compliance matrix as ESA
• Some items that only apply to experiments are excluded by the
procedure
– Documentation requirements are reduced
• Technical Evaluation
• Operating Test Plan
• Other referenceable document
– Can use Appendix A if using hardware with an existing ESA
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Summary
• TREAT has limited staff to perform experiments
• Modifications to test programs are likely to happen to ensure test
objectives are met
• Test vehicles must be able to operate under a broad range of transient
conditions
• ESA process must be robust but allow for changes with minimum effort
• Two step process adopted
– Bounding on hardware
– Experiment specific for each experiment or group of experiment
• Similar process for non-experiment operations
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Questions
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